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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Fifty-Fourth Day: Sunday, February 11, 2018 
Post Time: 12:00 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 519*-148-99-75—29%W, 62%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #3 Fayeq (5th race)—5-2 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #5 Prue (1st race)—10-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#5)PRUE: Controls the pace; can take this crew gate-to-wire; 10-1 M.L.  
(#10)OURS AGAIN: Closer overcame horrid start, soft splits in last race 
(#1)ABBOT: Beaten chalk in last two outings; one-paced late again today? 
(#7)COULD BE: Bay gelding has never run poorly; both wins on “good” turf 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-10-1-7 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#7)LITTLE SKY: Has a license to improve in third start of his form cycle  
(#1)ALTRUISM: Drops down to the cellar for Navarro; blinks “on” noted 
(#4)DANCE AROUND: Stretches out to 8F trip; heads back down to cellar 
(#5)LUMINARY FLIGHT: 2-pronged class drop on point; tighter this time 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-1-4-5 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#9)INVERTED: Takes a significant drop; tons of upside in his 2nd start 
(#2)STEVE’S SONATA: Big drop in class for Wilkes; like the cutback to 6.5F 
(#5)KING WILDCAT: Game second on this level two back; overlay on tote? 
(#6)NO DRINKING RULES: He has never been in this cheap; Irad stays put 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-2-5-6 
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RACE FOUR 
(#8)FIRST DISTINCTION: Improved off the claim; right back in for $6,250  
(#6)RORAIMA: Handy bay has placed in 19-of-28 starts at Gulfstream 
(#7)INDOMINUS: Aired for a $6,250 tag 2 back at 15-1; 12-1 on M.L. today 
(#2)RECENTTRANSACTIONS: 3rd behind top choice in last; extra 1/8th a + 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-6-7-2 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#3)FAYEQ: Capable of a big effort off a layoff; responds to Saez’s handling 
(#1)YOU’RE TO BLAME: 3rd behind next-out winner in first start for TAP 
(#6)ICATIRO: Exits a tough heat; impressive in his last start off the shelf 
(#4)AURORA WAY: Never missed the exacta on dirt; value on the board 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-1-6-4 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#4)FUNNY DUCK: Chestnut is a different horse on the weeds; 8F trip suits  
(#2)ISOLATED: Shuffled back, ran on out of the box; he has lots of upside 
(#5)PREACHER POWER: Split a field of 12 on debut; two sharp works since 
(#1)DIVIDE: $400K colt on debut, 1-hole a concern; pedigree leans to dirt 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-2-5-1 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#3)AULDWOOD LANE: Neck off next-out winner on debut; improves today  
(#2)AMAZING BELLE: Well-bred and fresh; dirt-to-turf angle on the money 
(#4)REALLY PROUD: Tends to lack decisive finishing kick; underlay city? 
(#6)HAPPY HOME: Sneaky good on debut; sharp move around “dogs” since 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-2-4-6 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#1)BIG DOLLAR BILL: Improving & consistent; gets a ground-saving trip 
(#5)HEDGE FUND: Barn is salty off extended layoffs; exits stakes company 
(#4)ICONIC: Gray has never missed the trifecta on dirt; tighter this time 
(#8)ZAP ZAP ZAP: Split field in first crack vs. winners; sharp breeze since 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-5-4-8 
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RACE NINE 
(#11)PACO ENSACO: Has never run poorly on turf; improvement in cards 
(#3)WE TAKE CHECKS: One-hole hurt out of the box; slight class drop suits 
(#10)CHRISTMAS TREAT: Barn 20% clip w/ debut maiden claiming types 
(#1)STAY ON BASE: Improving, gets a ground-saving trip; 6-1 on the M.L. 
 
SELECTIONS: 11-3-10-1 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#4)LUCULLAN: Neck off a nice colt in G3 stakes in last; holds all the aces  
(#8)ROCKETRY: Just missed in 9F turf heat in his last start off the shelf 
(#2)BLACK SEA(FR): Slides in for $50K for Brown; suspect off a layoff 
(#5)CLASSIC COVEY: Chestnut has a nice late turn of foot; 2nd off shelf 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-8-2-5 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
(#8)PROFITEER: Gets the pocket trip, exits stakes company; hood “on”  
(#7)RING WEEKEND: Class of the field buts gets bet; start away from best? 
(#1)SAHAM: Sports good form for Walsh; last win was September of 2015 
(#3)HIEROGLYPHICS: Runs well off the sidelines; returns gelded for TAP 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-7-1-3 
 
 
RACE TWELVE 
(#12)WANNABEAPLAYER: Ends seconditis today; placed in 6-of-9 on turf   
(#4)COSMIC THUNDER: Improved off the layoff; should like extra 1/16th  
(#10)SMART RETURN: Drop is on the money; needs early pace assistance 
(#1)MR. PINOCCHIO: Wide trip costly in last; back to the races as gelding 
 
SELECTIONS: 12-4-10-1 
 
 
* Selections not posted Friday, January 26-Sunday, January 28, 2018, 
and Saturday, February 3, 2018 
 
 
 


